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MediaWiki 1.1: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	MediaWiki is the free, open-source wiki engine software that powers Wikipedia and many of the other popular wikis across the Web. Written in PHP, it possesses many features that make it the engine of choice for large collaborative wikis: flexible markup, comprehensive user management, multimedia handling, and more. Whether you are creating a...
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Documents, Presentations, and Workbooks: Using Microsoft Office to Create Content That Gets NoticedMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Welcome to the PCs and the Macs. I am delighted to be able to bring you a resource for experienced Microsoft Office users on both platforms. Whether you work only with Microsoft Office 2010 or only with Microsoft Office for Mac 2011, or you work across platforms as I do, this book is for you.


	As a document consultant and trainer,...
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Professional C++Wrox Press, 2014

	Master complex C++ programming with this helpful, in-depth resource


	From game programming to major commercial software applications, C++ is the language of choice. It is also one of the most difficult programming languages to master. While most competing books are geared toward beginners, Professional C++, Third...
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Sas R 9.1.3 Etl Studio: User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
This manual explains how to use SAS ETL Studio to specify metadata for sources, specify metadata for targets, and create jobs that specify how data is extracted, transformed, and loaded from sources to targets.

Features that are new in SAS ETL Studio 9.1.3 include the following:


...
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Bootstrap for RailsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A quick-start guide to developing beautiful web applications with the Bootstrap toolkit and Rails framework


	About This Book

	
		Enhance your applications with Bootstrap modals and carousels
	
		Explore the usage of advanced Bootstrap components and plugins in Rails through various examples

...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY PowerPoint 2013Visual, 2013

	A straightforward, visual approach to learning the new PowerPoint 2013!


	PowerPoint 2013 boasts updated features and new possibilities; this highly visual tutorial provides step-by-step instructions to help you learn all the capabilities of PowerPoint 2013. It covers the basics, as well as all the exciting new changes and...
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Beginning Django: Web Application Development and Deployment with PythonApress, 2017

	
		Discover the Django web application framework and get started building Python-based web applications. This book takes you from the basics of Django all the way through to cutting-edge topics such as creating RESTful applications. Beginning Django also covers ancillary, but essential, development topics, including...
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Solving Odes with MatlabCambridge University Press, 2003

	This book is a text for a one-semester course for upper-level undergraduates and beginning graduate students in engineering, science, and mathematics. Prerequisites are a first course in the theory of ODEs and a survey course in numerical analysis, in addition to specific programming experience, preferably in MATLAB, and knowledge of...
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Practical Java Machine Learning: Projects with Google Cloud Platform and Amazon Web ServicesApress, 2018

	
		
			Build machine learning (ML) solutions for Java development. This book shows you that when designing ML apps, data is the key driver and must be considered throughout all phases of the project life cycle. Practical Java Machine Learning helps you understand the importance of data and how to organize it for use...
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C++ from the Ground Up, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Your Fast-Paced Guide to C++ Success!

No one teaches C++ better than Herb Schildt. That's why his books are the choice of millions worldwide. Now you, too, can quickly master C++ using his proven method. In this fully updated new edition, Herb explains the C++ language, from its fundamentals to its most advanced features. You'll start...
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Creating Mac Widgets with Dashcode (Firstpress)Apress, 2008
In 100 pages, you will learn to create and use widgets using Dashcode. Widgets are simple, typically small applications for a specific purpose, such as a weather report, a calculator, a stock quote, and the like that reside on the Mac Dashboard. Building these before Dashcode was time consuming though not hard; but now, you can whip up a widget...
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Creating Web Sites BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Build your business or personal Web site in a 2.0 world    

    

    If you want to build your own Web site in a 2.0 world, you've come to right place. From facing HTML without fear to adding new ?air with multimedia, interactivity, and blogging, this comprehensive guide provides you with everything you need....
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